
This term our topic is ‘Houses and Homes’. We will be learning 
about houses that we can see in Blackburn and learning to 
describe the features of these houses. We will be exploring how 
houses are built and why the materials to build them are used. 
We will be meeting some children from around the world, 

learning about their daily lives and homes so we can compare 
life in Blackburn with life in other hot or cold countries. 
We will also be learning about money and will be looking at a 
range of coins, learning their values and using them to buy food 
and drinks in our class café. 

Our language focus for this term is functional writing and we 
will be writing a variety of instructions and labelling pictures 
through our topic. 

       

 

  

 

  

          

       

          

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

Welcome to our final newsletter of the 
year!  
We hope you enjoyed our ‘Wear it, beat it’ 
assembly.  The children were really excited 

to meet Artie Beat and said they enjoyed 
performing. The school wear red day and 
other activities managed to raise £230 for 
the British Heart Foundation. Thank You 
for your support! 

This term the children are helping the 
nursery boys and girls to learn more about 
primary 1. We are reading ‘Aliens Love 
Underpants’ books and are taking part in 
an out of this world experiences!! 

     
 
 
 
  

 

Important Dates 
 

18.5.15- Victoria Day holiday  

03.06.15- Parent Council 

Meeting  

16.06.15- Sports Day  

26.06.15- Church Service / end 

of term  

  

 

Last term, we had a fantastic time learning 
about castles and castle life. The children had 
great fun building their own castle in the class 

and decided it needed to have working 
drawbridge! They also voted to decide what 
we should put up on the display board at the 
back of our class. As you can see from the 
picture opposite they decided on the spooky 

castle picture so we developed our knowledge 
of colours to create feelings or moods.  
We enjoyed our trip to Linlithgow Palace but 
it was very, very cold! We had super guides 
in costume to show us around and tell us 
interesting facts about life in the Palace.  


